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Abstract

The Medical Query Language (MQL) is an English-like query language with which a user with little or no training in programming or computer science can formulate and satisfy inquiries on data contained in his/her Standard MUMPS database. To date, major applications of MQL have been in the areas of quality assurance, medical research, and practice administration at sites using the Computer Stored Ambulatory Record (COSTAR) database system.

Introduction

Because of increasing reliance on database management systems, it has become important that ad hoc access to the information be available. Some reporting packages delivered with systems are designed to satisfy specific needs (e.g., the COSTAR Encounter and Status Reports). Others are designed to accept certain user specifications of content and format (e.g., the COSTAR Report Generator). The last alternative is the submittal of report specifications to a data processing staff, if one is available. None of these approaches provide the user with the necessary flexibility to query a database in an ad hoc fashion to the depth of detail desired.

MQL was developed in response to this situation. Users are able to satisfy their information needs in a very reasonable time without learning programming, without resorting to "packaged" report programs, and without diverting the data processing staff from its primary work.

MQL provides full data evaluation capability and complex branching logic without sacrificing ease of use. Queries may be indefinitely long and intricate. Such queries can be broken down into a series of subqueries, each designed to accomplish some portion of the total problem.

Design

Much research has been carried out in the development of query languages. Non-medical systems requiring a formal syntactical and/or procedural approach to queries (for example, QUEL, SEQUEL, and OBE) and "natural language" systems (for example, RENDEZVOUS, LIFER, and INTELLIGENT) have been developed.

There are systems designed specifically to facilitate inquiry of dedicated medical information databases. Such systems include CLINER, MEDINER, MISAR, and WISAR.

Other, more general query systems are provided by MEXUS (a hierarchical database management system whose query language is quite symbolic) and MEXQUEL (a "natural language" interface to the QUEL query language).

MQL was designed as a high-level, English-like query language. It does not require of the user an in-depth knowledge of the subject database structure, but imposes a well-defined source statement syntax and requires a procedural expression of the question.

MQL uses a source vocabulary supplied by two dictionaries; the first being a command and data operator lexicon, the second being the schema - a description of the data fields contained in the subject database. Each of these dictionaries provides descriptive, English-like names for the items contained in it. Synonyms for the primary names of these items can be incorporated, thus tailoring MQL's vocabulary to the terminology of its users.

The procedural nature of MQL imposes certain logical constraints on the user. In "natural language" systems ambiguities in the expression of a problem (the user's conceptualization) and the processor's interpretation of the query cannot always be easily resolved. Arguably, the procedural characteristic of MQL aids in developing the protocol and serves to add a structure to the query which later helps in identifying and correcting mistakes or in modifying the query's logic.

The User's Manual and other documentation provide the user with extensive information about, and many examples of, the procedural rules. MQL is therefore available to persons with little or no computing experience after only a short familiarization period. The language, however, is a tool powerful enough to warrant use by experienced programmers who will find a significant decrease in time expended developing
certain applications.

Implementation

The MQL language processor is comprised of a lexical scanner, a parser which results in an internal, Reverse Polish form of the source statement, and a 4-segment compiler which generates the appropriate, executable MUMPS routines using a macro-expansion technique.

As with many query languages, MQL has been implemented to maintain independence of the language processor and the subject database structure. This is accomplished by modeling the database in a file or "schema" (mentioned above). Each data field (or "attribute") in the database has an entry in the schema as do all functions such as LENGTH (of text) and NUMERIC VALUE (of item).

The schema entry for an attribute includes one internal name, one or more external names, the data type (date, text, numeric, coded), a print format, and at least one definition. A definition represents one relationship of the attribute to other attributes in the database. Two basic items comprise a definition. The first is a "dependency list". A dependency list is a list of attributes required in the query before the definition can be selected (as below). The second item in a definition is the MUMPS code (macro) which will extract data from the database for the attribute. For example, if attribute A is "pointed to" by attributes B and C, then the schema entry for A will contain two definitions. The first will have a dependency list of B and the MUMPS macro describing access to A given B. The second will have a dependency list of C and a MUMPS macro describing A given C.

By having all relationships among all attributes completely defined, a user can be released from an in-depth knowledge of the structure of the underlying database. When composing a query, a user can assume a particular relationship between attributes. The language processor scans each definition of the attribute to which it is currently pointing in an attempt to select that one whose dependency list most nearly matches all attributes which the processor has already encountered (resolved) in the query. If the dependency list exactly matches the list of resolved attributes, the selection process terminates. If the definition is chosen because it most closely, but not exactly, matches the list of resolved attributes, those attributes required by the definition, but not already resolved, will be placed on the "resolved" list. The selection process then terminates for the current attribute. This is selection-by-inference and permits the user to assume attribute relationships. If no definition can be chosen, an error message is displayed and the user must intervene. In such a case the Attribute Tracking option is available to point out all existing definitions for the attribute.

As mentioned, MQL is implemented as a translator which compiles query statements to generate one or more executable "object" routines. The translation process is basically two-step:

1) Each statement is parsed for syntax and lexical validity. Attributes are verified. Coded values are translated to their internal forms. Any syntax errors or unrecognized terms are identified and the offending statement is presented to the user for correction.

2) The parsed version is then compiled into a series of MUMPS routines during which:

a) MUMPS variables are substituted for attributes and variable names. (Local variables in MQL are bracketed -e.g., [XI].)

b) The internal branching logic required by the "top-down" execution path and by the use of subqueries (synonymous to traditional subroutines) is established, and

c) The MUMPS macro code from the appropriate dependencies of all attributes required by the query (either explicitly named by the user in a statement or inferred by the selection process above) are concatenated in the correct logical order and are filed in the object routine(s).

Once compiled, a query can be executed by issuing the RUN command which allows immediate or delayed execution.

User Interaction

MQL is delivered with a query editor which has display, edit, and erase commands. Using the editor the query writer enters a source statement in the form:

<statement number><space><command keyword><command argument> [<;><command keyword><command argument> ...]

where:

<statement number> is a source line sequencing number important to editing and establishing query logic.

<command keyword> is one of a group of valid MQL commands of which the following is a partial list:

FOR EACH: introduces an iterative expression
WHEN: introduces a predicate expression
DEFINE: defines a subquery
DO: causes execution of a subquery
LIST: generates an output listing
STORE: collects data in intermediate files
RETRIEVE: recovers STORED data.
<command argument> is an expression of a syntax appropriate to the preceding command keyword.

<> is an optional delimiter allowing the placement of more than one logical source statement on one physical line.

Simple Examples

MQL has been field-tested at many sites using the Computer Stored Ambulatory Record (COSTAR) database. The following examples are based on the schema which describes the structure of that database.

Example 1. Identify all patients of Dr. Smith who have been diagnosed in the last year as having tuberculosis.

10 FOR EACH PATIENT; WHEN PRIMARY MD IS SMITH
20 WHEN DATE AFTER TODAY-1 YEAR, DIVISION IS DX, CODE IS TUBERCULOSIS
30 LIST NAME, UNIT NUMBER, DATE, STATUS

Example 2. Identify all patients of Dr. Smith who have been diagnosed in the last year as having hypertension.

10 FOR EACH PATIENT; WHEN PRIMARY MD IS SMITH
20 WHEN DATE AFTER TODAY-1 YEAR, DIVISION IS DX, CODE IS HYPERTENSION
30 LIST NAME, UNIT NUMBER, DATE, STATUS

DATE serves to allow the search for medications without contending with the values given to DIVISION, CODE, and DATE during the hypertension search. Thus, all EVENTS (selected by inference) in any one patient record can be searched independently; first for hypertension (subcontext 1) and then for medications (subcontext 2). When a medication EVENT is found, and its date (DATE2) is after the date of diagnosis (DATE1), the medication is listed, and the next medication EVENT is sought.

Of interest is line 50 above. The search for medications is done in a subquery to allow listing of all medication codes before returning to the main body of the query. When all medications meeting the date constraint in line 50 have been listed, the subquery terminates. The query then continues with the statement following the semicolon in line 58. NEXT PATIENT is used to end the search for hypertension diagnoses in the current patient record by forcing the query to move on to the next patient record.

Hardware Environment

During the field testing, MQL (Version 1) has been run under DSM (Versions 1 and 2) and ISM and on PDP 11, VAX 11/780 and PRIME computers. MQL should run equally successfully under any Standard MUMPS system with modifications required to accommodate such items as non-standard "Z" commands.

MQL (Version 2), as delivered with the schema describing the current public domain COSTAR, requires a minimum partition size of 5K bytes, a minimum 512K bytes of disk space (for the lexicon and schema), and at least a 200K byte transient disk space. The size of schemata for other Standard MUMPS databases will change the disk requirements.

Recent Experience

Our experience over the time that MQL (Version 1) has been field-tested has been encouraging. Users report a high success rate in formulating and running both medical and administrative queries. Requests ranging from calling the COSTAR Status Report from a query to a scatter plot facility have been received and honored.

User development is a prototypical, frame-driven user interface which will optionally replace the current source statement input mode. This interface represents each entity and associated attributes in the database as a distinct frame on which the user can enter value restrictions. The system releases the user from the concerns of procedure, context, and subcontext. However, upon completing the specifications, the user is presented with the source statement text equivalent of the frame specifications. The goal is to train such a user.
in the use of the source statement input mode because it affords a much higher degree of flexibility.

Summary

The Medical Query Language is a comprehensive programming system which provides great flexibility in the retrieval, analysis, and reporting of information maintained in a Standard MUMPS database. Replete with full user and programmer documentation and such capabilities as cross-tabulation reports, scatter plots, on-line help, intermediate data storage, and system maintenance utilities, MQL can satisfy virtually all reporting needs of its users.
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